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The scope of the paper is to encourage scientists and engineering to avoid to do what Einstein
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1. Background
According to a popular belief, Albert Einstein once said that repeating the same
actions and yet expecting a di®erent account is akin to madness. While it is uncertain
whether he said exactly anything like that he surely wrote that In the interest of
science it is necessary over and over again to engage in the critique of fundamental
concepts [. . .] This becomes evident especially in those situations involving development of ideas in which the consistent use of the traditional fundamental concepts leads
us to paradoxes di±cult to resolve [Einstein, 1954, p. 14]. Here is a good de¯nition of
the state of the studies about the replication of consciousness in machines. Ever since
the onset of AI
assuming the Dartmouth summer school as the conventional
starting milestone [McCarthy et al., 1955]
there has been a series of repeated
attempts at replicating the conscious mind using machines. Whenever the available
technology has promised to achieve some unmatched mental skill, hopes were
reawakened.
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AI is now entering into a period of unprecedented technological development
[Harari, 2018] whose outreach is still mostly unknown. Is consciousness in machines
among the possible outcomes? It's a fact that the progress in the ¯eld of AI has not
been a linear one and it has had its ups and down, technical developments have often
led to unrealistic expectations that have back¯red and led to a series of AI springs
and winters [Dreyfus, 1972, 1992; Searle, 1992; Yasnitsky, 2020]. Yet, let's suppose
that the necessary technological ingredients are available, is the scienti¯c community
ready to implement and design an implementable model of consciousness?
In this paper, we want to address the current landscape in machine consciousness.
In the past, we already dubbed conventional strategies of Good Old Fashioned
Arti¯cial Consciousness (GOFAC), [Manzotti and Chella, 2018]. While these
strategies have been based on respected approaches to AI, they have not been
successful.
So far, there have been various attitudes. First, it is fair to admit that nobody has
a clue as to what a theory of consciousness should be. Despite years of attempts at
¯nding a solution to the problem, we can candidly admit that we are still at square
one. We have learned a lot about issues that are, reasonably, somewhat connected to
consciousness, but nothing we have learned so far has led to consciousness. For
instance, we have learned a lot about face recognition. However, do we have any
reason to conclude that what we have learned so far about face recognition, despite
its remarkable applications to defend and/or threaten our privacy and security, is
going to shed light on the conscious experience we have when we see a face? Nobody
expects our cell phones to be conscious even if they very reliably unlock our phones in
response to our faces. Likewise, nobody expects DeepMind AlphaGo to be conscious
of its moves, despite being able to defeat the world's number one human Go player
KeJie [Silver et al., 2017]. While the same cognitive skills in humans are associated
with consciousness, there is so far neither evidence nor theoretical necessity as to why
the implementation of AI should lead to anything like consciousness.
Di®erent kinds of sciences call for di®erent types of theories. Physicists, for
example, are searching for a \grand uni¯ed theory" that integrates gravity, electromagnetism and the strong and weak nuclear forces into a homogeneous set of
equations. Whether or not they will get there, they have made considerable progress,
in part because they know what they are looking for. AI cannot hope for that kind of
theory. Intelligence and cognition aren't elegant the way physics appears to be.
Cognition is the outcome of historical accidents, with agents solving problems based
on circumstances that lead them down one solution rather than another.
But cognitive complexity is only part of the challenge in ¯guring out what kind of
theory of consciousness we're seeking. What we are looking for is a bridge, some way
of connecting two di®erent and mostly separate domains
those of science and
individual experience. Such ¯elds have been de¯ned in entirely di®erent ways from
the onset of science itself. In 1958, the great physicist Edwin Schr€odinger wrote that
\What particular properties distinguish these brain processes and enable them to
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produce [consciousness]? Can we guess which material processes have this power,
which not? Or simpler: What kind of material process is directly associated with
consciousness?" [Schr€
odinger, 1958, p. 93]. And, of course, Schr€odinger's echoed
almost verbatim the famous Thomas Huxley's quotation [Huxley, 1863]. We are still
there.
This vagueness of the target has had apparent consequences on all attempts to
reproduce consciousness employing machines. There seems to be a need for a conceptual and scienti¯c breakthrough that has not yet been achieved. In this regard,
Gary Marcus recently wrote that \Such bridges don't come easily or often, maybe
once in a generation, but when they do arrive, they can change everything. An
example is the discovery of DNA, which allowed us to understand how genetic
information could be represented and replicated in a physical structure. In one stroke,
this bridge transformed biology from a mystery
in which the physical basis of life
was almost entirely unknown
into a tractable if challenging set of problems, such
as sequencing genes, working out the proteins that they encode and discerning the
circumstances that govern their distribution in the body. Neuroscience awaits a
similar breakthrough. We know that there must be some lawful relation between
assemblies of neurons and the elements of thought, but we are currently at a loss to
describe those laws." [Marcus, 2014]. Yet, the temptation to build a conscious
machine is too great to resist.
We are aware that such suggestions may be seen by many as not being prudent
enough. The proliferation of gurus and scienti¯cally unsupported views has led to a
widespread skepticism in the ¯eld [Lau and Michel, 2019; Michel et al., 2018, 2019].
Yet, the area is young, and it is understandable and indeed desirable that new ideas
are proposed and discussed. In fact, it has been argued with a mathematical model
that in a new ¯eld, such is the case of consciousness studies [Akerlof and Michaillat,
2018]:
science may converge to the worse paradigm if few scientists initially
believe in the better paradigm. [. . .] That the worse paradigm may prevail
at all may be surprising since neither is it more fruitful for research nor do
its adherents have greater bias. The worse paradigm may prevail nonetheless because once it has many adherents, a tenure candidate is highly
likely to be evaluated by a worse-paradigm scientist. [. . .] the number of
tenured scientists believing in the worse paradigm grows faster than the
number of tenured scientists believing in the better paradigm: Science
moves away from the truth.
In this paper, we will map the current theoretical landscape in machine consciousness. Thus, we will encourage scientists and engineering to avoid to do what
Einstein pointed out as being the hallmark of folly. We must be brave enough to step
out of the beaten path. There must be some big recurrent conceptual mistakes that
prevent science and technology from addressing machine consciousness.
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2. A Caveat
Before proceeding further, a necessary caveat is to be mentioned
the expression
machine consciousness (and occasionally arti¯cial consciousness) should not imply
that consciousness is a property of machine themselves. Neither do we mean that
there is a di®erence between machine consciousness and natural consciousness. The
reason is that there is so far no conclusive evidence as to what is conscious, and thus,
we do not know whether consciousness is an attribute of something going on inside a
machine or even a characteristic of the device. We have made this point in the past,
but it is always important to restate it [Chella and Manzotti, 2009a,b, 2012; Manzotti
and Chella, 2018]. The expression machine consciousness refers to any attempt to
achieve something akin to what we call consciousness by using an arti¯cial structure,
be it a computer, a software running inside a computer, a robot, or any combinations
of them. This is to say that it might turn out that neither brains nor machines are
conscious, although they might be one of the necessary ingredients to allow
consciousness to occur. While it might be evident to many that a brain is conscious, it
is not sure that it is the case, unless a method to measure consciousness had been
devised, which has not. It would then be more cautious about using expressions
such as \achieving consciousness through machines," but it might sound too
repetitive.
Why are the notion of a conscious machine and that of a conscious brain questionable? The problem is that, if one is a physicalist, consciousness cannot be added
to a physical system as an additional property. So, if one assumed that there might
be, say, a conscious neural network, one could always, in principle, conceive of the
same neural network without consciousness. Consider applying the notion of the
philosophical zombie applied to machines and neural machinery [Chalmers, 1996;
Kirk, 1974]
if we de¯ne consciousness as an additional property to the physical
ones, it will always be conceivable to conceive of the same physical structure unless
consciousness was yet another tangible property. Still, by doing so, we will deny the
premises we started from.
For example, consider an electronic gate with currency °owing through it. Such an
electronic component can be exhaustively described in terms of its causal properties.
This is indeed what we are going to ¯nd in the manufacturer's spec sheet. Suppose
now that the component is inserted inside a \conscious machine." Would it be any
di®erent? Of course not. The gate will continue to have the same causal properties its
manufacture designed it for. It cannot be any di®erent because it is now part of a
conscious machine. The causal properties of the gate would be the same regardless of
whether the gate is part of a conscious machine or not. The same rationale might be
applied to any subset of the machine up to the device itself. While there have been
frequent claims as to the emergence of top-down causation, there has so far been no
convincing evidence about it. As far as we know, all causal powers are drained by a
machine's components that are what they are. This is not to say that consciousness is
not a real phenomenon, yet that there are convincing arguments against the
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possibility that consciousness is an attribute of the machine or their subsets. Is this an
argument against internalism? Yes, it is.
Another issue that we want to stress is that the software cannot become conscious.
The software is an abstract layer of a description of a more mundane and complicated
state of things, which is the physical con¯guration of a machine. The software is a
high-level description that allows us to quickly rearrange the physical structure of a
processor to make it behave according to a desired causal pattern. If we looked for our
symbolic languages inside a machine, we would not ¯nd anything. The belief in the
existence of layers inside a computer is only a widespread modern myth. Inside
computers, there are only tiny silicon-based micro transistors acting as switches.
Software is a handy way, very convenient for humans, to translate a high-level
description into one of the many causally similar patterns.
This is why we believe that the advent of conscious software is hardly possible.
One may counter argue that the above arguments also rule out the possibility of
conscious brains. Yes, we admit that and we believe that this is not a counterargument, but rather a reasonable conclusion that should be taken in due account.
3. Common Pitfalls
Notwithstanding the previous worries, the reality of consciousness in biological
beings remains and, because of that the possibility to replicate its occurrence by
means of machines. The above worries should not be taken as a cause for despair but
rather as an encouragement to look beyond current conceptual frameworks (and
theoretical fences). In order to do that, we would like to list the most common
conceptual drawbacks that have so far hampered the technological reproduction of
consciousness. While there are no de¯nite answers, it is possible to mention a few
approaches that in the current scienti¯c world are very likely the source of much
confusion. They are listed here in no particular order. Of course, the following
positions are contrasted with the issue of consciousness. So, our criticism is not
directed toward these positions as such, but toward such positions in regard with
consciousness.
3.1. Computationalism
In the ¯eld of consciousness research, computationalism is the tendency to deal with
either information or computation as they were additional substance that is somewhat generate by a computing machine. This way to frame the issue may seem very
crude and approximate and of course no serious information theorist would endorse it
[Capurro and Hjørland, 2005; Qvortrup, 1993; Shannon, 1948]. Yet, particularly in
the ¯eld of consciousness studies, the notion of information has acquired an increased
autonomy, often on the verge of becoming something real that is acquired, stored,
processed and transmitted [Aleksander and Gamez, 2010; Shanahan, 2010; Tononi,
2004]. This alleged autonomy of the information level has also received some support
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in physics [Landauer, 1991]. Nevertheless, one can reasonably object that this way to
address information and the mind is problematic. In fact, it is circular.
For historical reasons, humans have designed machines to perform computations
[Gleick, 2011]. While such machines were originally rather simple, they have now
achieved a level of complexity that exceeds our imagination. Yet, they are just an
increasingly complicated version of the original blueprint: they are made of larger and
larger networks of switches. Leaving aside the forthcoming quantum revolution, they
are still nothing but networks of switches, ever faster and ever more. Calling them
\computers" and attributing them the capacity to bring into existence
\computations" is a questionable ontological step. We use them to compute and we
gave to their switches an informational role. But are they really bringing into
existence an additional level of reality? It seems highly questionable. In fact, we can
use computations to describe any physical system (a star, a waterfall, a swarm of
bees, a processor). The fact that we describe that physical system in computational
terms does not change a physical system.
Suppose that there is a physical object, say a bunch of knotted ropes, and that such
an object is suddenly used by a community of Inca accountants to carry out basic
arithmetic operations, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
as indeed happened with quipu. Would the bunch of ropes be any di®erent because it
is used by the Inca? Hardly. The ropes would just be ropes, no matter how they are
used by us. Likewise, why should an electronic switch be any di®erent because it is
part of complicated networks that is used inside a cell phone by a human being?
Computationalism has been very popular among scientists and AI scholar because
there is a long tradition associating thinking and computing
possibly as of
Plato who suggested that mathematical ideas are the highest form of thought
[Laraudogoitia, 2011]. In the last century, the same idea has been implicitly (and
often explicitly) defended by mathematicians who gave birth to and later developed
arti¯cial intelligence [Arbib, 2003; Hop¯eld, 1982; Marr, 1982; Shannon, 1948;
Taylor, 2007; Turing, 1950; Wiener, 1961]. More recently, many scientists [Chalmers,
2012; Davenport, 2012; Piccinini, 2016; Piccinini and Bahar, 2013]. Because of the
ubiquitous success of computing devices, \The information processing metaphor of
human intelligence now dominates human thinking, both on the street and in the
sciences." [Epstein, 2016]. In this regard, [Piccinini, 2016, p. 203]:
Computational explanation is so popular and entrenched that it's common for scientists and philosophers to assume computational theory of
cognition without argument. But if we presuppose that neural processes
are computations before investigating, we turn computational theory into
dogma.
And a dogma it is in many cases. It is highly suspicious the fact that we have
modeled the mental over the computational, mostly because in engineering department the main tool of enquire was a computer
when all you have is a hammer
everything looks like a nail.
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More recently, Giulio Tononi has even suggested that information, albeit in a
special version christened integrated information, is a substance in itself to be added
to the physical world [Aleksander and Gamez, 2010; Tononi, 2004; Tononi et al.,
1998]. While the notion of integrated information has gained some momentum and
has led to interesting predictions [Boly et al., 2011; Rosanova et al., 2012], again there
is no necessary connection between the physical substrate and the proposed conscious
level. There is no necessity for integrated information to be conscious information. It
might be so, but it would be a brute fact, something that has no explanation. More
worryingly, the notion of integrated information, and by and large computationalism, is akin to a disguised form of dualism insofar as it suggests that there is the brain
and there is consciousness. In the scienti¯c community, computationalism's success
seems to be due more to sociological factors than to actual evidence [Lau and Michel,
2019].
Yet this notion has been heavily criticized both by neuroscientists and AI experts
[Brette, 2019; Epstein, 2016; Manzotti, 2012]. We don't know whether brain are
information machines, we don't know if information is anything more than an
abstract description of certain mechanisms, we don't know if information is anything
that may have phenomenal qualities.
3.2. Biological chauvinism
Many authors have associated consciousness with life. It makes sense. As far as we
know, so far, only living beings are conscious. But it is a necessary connection or is it
only an historical accident? The main group of scholars defending this view is represented by that branch of enactivist that consider autopoiesis as a fundamental
ingredient of the mind [Di Paolo, 2002; Froese and Taguchi, 2019; Froese and
Ziemke, 2009; Thompson, 2007]. The connection is not obvious.
Of course, if biological chauvinism were true, machine consciousness would be
doomed from the start. Fortunately, though, there is no evidence of any necessary
connection between being alive and being conscious. After all there are many living
organisms that are not conscious.
Enactivism needs to ground the notion of the agent on that of the living organism
because otherwise it would be impossible to kickstart a series of key notions such as
that of the body. Of course, it is not a real solution. It is only an epistemic promissory
note. At least, enactivists are aware of this ontological principle. In this regard,
Stewart states that \The paradigm of enaction solves this problem by grounding all
cognition as an essential feature of living organisms [Stewart et al., 2010]. By the
same token, for Maturana and Varela, the great divide comes between matter and
living organisms" [Maturana and Varela, 1980].
Of course, such a divide by suggesting an ontological di®erence between living
organisms and other physical systems must be grounded. While many proponents of
enactivism are supportive of such a di®erence [Di Paolo and Paolo, 2005; Di Paolo
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et al., 2017; Froese and Di Paolo, 2009; Thompson, 2004, 2007; Varela et al., 1991],
not everyone agrees. Recent works have tried to appeal to top-down causation or
emergence [Aharonov et al., 2018; Hoel et al., 2013]. Yet these positions are all still
very speculative. Why should a process be any di®erent because it is part of a living
organism rather than part of a mechanical system?
The same point we raised about the informational and the cognitive level holds for
the living organism. It is a fact that the biological foundations of enactivism have had
a great ontological cost that no has so far has been able to pay [Shani, 2020].
3.3. Neural chauvinism
Neural chauvinism is slightly di®erent from biological chauvinism although the two
views are obviously interconnected. The position suggests that biological neural
networks have special emergent powers. John Searle endorsed this view when he
defended the idea that the brain has \intrinsic intentionality" [Searle, 1992] but he
has never explained why it should be so. Many scholars hanged on the intuitive
notions that brains must be special or that biological neural networks must have
special powers. Of course, if critically scrutinized, such a view amounts to little more
than the infamous Muller's speci¯c energies [Müller, 1826].
3.4. Cognitivism
Cognitive sciences have been a powerful paradigm to study and yet, when it comes to
devise model for machines, its foundations aren't stronger than computationalism.
Here too we have a level of description, namely cognition, and to work as an explanation of consciousness or as a foundation for machine consciousness, it must be taken
as an emerging substance. By being taken as a substance, we refer here to something
that must work as a physical cause or physical substrate of consciousness. Many
scholars have defended cognition as a natural kind by means of conceptual gimmick
[Adams and Aizawa, 2009; Aizawa and Adams, 2011], but the question remains.
So, as long as we look for the underpinning of consciousness, cognition is as
epiphenomenal as it can be. In other words, it does not matter whether a machine is
described using a cognitivistic terminology or not
the cogs and the micro circuits
of the machine remain what they are: pieces of material stu® with no cognitive
coating.
It is not by chance that cognition has often been associated with computation in
the hope that, like Russell's tortoise, one may support the other [Arbib and Caplan,
1979; Chalmers, 2012; Piccinini, 2016]. Unfortunately, nobody has yet been able to
provide an explanation as to why any of such descriptive levels should be causally
relevant and physically real. If consciousness is a physical phenomenon it requires a
physical underpinning. Cognition does not seem to have the necessary ontological
support.
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3.5. Bodyism
This is, unsurprisingly, a new word with a rather derogative meaning that one of the
author has introduced elsewhere [Manzotti, 2019a]. It should address the dogmatic
version of embodied cognition that looms behind most of the embodied cognition
paradigm that has articulated in various schools (or versions) of embodied, embedded, extended and enacted cognition
Gallagher's 4E [Gallagher and Nelson, 2003;
Newen et al., 2018]. All such approaches su®er from the confusion between constitution and causation. While they have the resources to defend a causal role of
embodiment and environment in shaping consciousness and cognition, they are far
from showing convincingly that consciousness and cognition are constituted by the
interaction between the body and the environment [Block, 2005].
For instance, while it is trivial to claim that the way in which we interact with the
world has a role in shaping which properties are relevant in our experience, it is far
from obvious that, say, my experience of opening a door is constituted by my
movements. Moreover, constitution o®ers a problematic relation. More promising are
recent attempts at supporting an identity between consciousness and sensori-motor
interaction in the same spirit of the original enactivism [Beaton, 2016; Myin and
Zahnoun, 2018; O'Regan and Noë, 2001].
Embodied cognition, as a foundation for the mind, su®ers of several serious issues:
circularity, epiphenomenalism, mentalism and disguised dualism [Manzotti, 2019a].
The principle problem is that they smuggle in the notion of body as an a priori explanatory principle. Unfortunately, this is not a feasible solution, because the body is not a
primitive notion. In other words, a body is a body only insofar as it is owned by an agent.
This problem is particularly serious in the case of AI and robotics because it is
immediately clear that attributing to our machines the status of having a body is
misleading and arbitrary. In fact, does a washing machine have a body? Well, it
is surely made of physical stu®, but is it enough to qualify as a body?
Likewise, the notion of the body, is circular relatively to other notions
e.g.,
agent, action, sensors, etc. If nobody were here, there would be no bodies. A rock does
not have a body. Neither is a corpse a body. Bodies require agents. A body is a body
only if there is somebody.
The intrinsic circularity of the notion of body jeopardizes the chance of success of
em-body-ment as a theory of the mental. Embodiment entails body-ism that, in turn,
entails some form of mentalism. Body-ism is the assumption that the body had a
special status. For instance, calling \physical causes impinging on a body" stimulus is
ontologically suspicious.
4. Current Approaches
It is fair to state that ever since the pioneering work of the founders of AI [McCarthy
et al., 1955; Shannon, 1948; Turing, 1950; Wiener, 1961], the goal of scientists has
been to reproduce the human mind in its entirety. Human minds are conscious. Any
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time that AI and robotics have shown a signi¯cant sign of progress, new hopes to
address the original project has risen again.
After each wave of enthusiasm, the lack of concrete results induces many
researchers to look with skepticism to the ones still struggling with existing
methods [Harnad, 1990; Harnad and Scherzer, 2008; Lau and Michel, 2019; Searle,
1984]. Each wave of enthusiast researchers hoping to achieve consciousness in their
generation is then followed by a corresponding wave of delusion and skepticism.
So far, the ¯eld of arti¯cial consciousness has been around enough to be classi¯ed
in various ways [Chella and Manzotti, 2009a; Gamez, 2008; Manzotti and Chella,
2018]. A ¯rst suggested distinction has been that between strong and weak machine
consciousness mirrors that between strong and weak AI [Holland, 2003], and similar
classi¯cations have been proposed elsewhere.
Weak machine consciousness considers whether it is possible to build machines
that behave as if they were conscious. Strong machine consciousness ventures to
consider the possibility of actual conscious machines. Here, only the latter option is
taken into consideration. Dodging the ‘hard problem' is not a viable option in the
business of making conscious machines.
A few scholars have suggested an intermediate approach, dubbed the \real problem
of consciousness," namely addressing that its key might be \to recognize that
explaining why consciousness exists at all is not necessary to make progress in revealing
its material basis
to start building explanatory bridges from the subjective and
phenomenal to the objective and measurable" [Seth, 2009]. According to Anil Seth, we
should \account for the various properties of consciousness in terms of biological
mechanisms; without pretending it doesn't exist (easy problem) and without worrying
too much about explaining its existence in the ¯rst place (hard problem)." [Seth, 2016].
Yet, while the humility in this approach is undoubtedly reassuring, there are
reasons to be skeptical. There are times in which prudence is not going to pay o®
e.g., no precise measurement of the sun's position would have led to heliocentrism
[Wollheim and Popper, 1935]. In the history of science, as we will mention in the end,
whenever a truly intractable problem presented, scientists have not found the
solution for free by minding their own business as usual. Big problems required
signi¯cant changes in scienti¯c premises.
The two approaches correspond loosely to Kuhn's incremental approach and
extraordinary approach. According to the former (akin to Seth's real problem),
achieving consciousness in machines is only a matter of incremental progress, as it is,
says, playing chess. According to the latter, consciousness requires some conceptual
breakthrough, that is, say, akin to Einstein's spacetime in contrast with Newton's
traditional absolute space and time.
5. Future Goals and Requirements
In this paper, we won't outline our preferred direction. However, one of the authors
has spent considerable time and resources trying to set aside a commonly accepted
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idea, namely that consciousness is inside the head and that consciousness is not the
outcome of computational processes [Manzotti, 2018, 2019a,b]. We won't recapitulate that hypothesis here. However, we want to outline what we expect the direction
in which machine consciousness will likely develop might be
(1) Consciousness is a real phenomenon that apparently de¯es the scienti¯c
description of the physical world. The appearance of experience, even the more
straightforward standard perception, is something totally unexpected.
(2) There are no reasons for desperation and conclude that consciousness cannot be
understood and will forever be an unfathomable mystery [McGinn, 1999].
We are just at the beginning of this ¯eld, and thus it is likely that at this stage,
the research is hampered by mistaken premises that, in Einstein's spirit, need to
be revised.
(3) There is no reason to believe that consciousness is a phenomenon that requires
new physical laws. It is something that takes place in our backyard, so to speak,
caused by biological machinery. As far as we know, as complicated as the
brain appears to be, it does not suggest any esoteric physical phenomena.
The biological wetware is rather mundane in its underpinning physical
phenomena; there are no apparent extreme temperature, speed, or physical
phenomena.
(4) We must be careful not to fall in any form of homuncularism, geocentrism,
anthropocentrism or dualism — namely position that solves the problem by
attributing the brain of some extraordinary power, place or role. Consciousness
is very likely much simpler and more common than is usually assumed.
(5) We must be careful from circular reasoning, as in the case of computationalism
or vitalism. We must avoid question-begging approaches that assume what they
should prove. Computationalism, vitalism, and embodied cognition are as many
examples.
(6) There is no reason as to why consciousness might not occur as a result of
arti¯cially designed machines rather than natural-selection-derived biological
organisms.
(7) The ¯eld of machine consciousness cannot con¯ne itself only to technological
proposals. Still, it must be brave enough to advance the theoretical proposition
that will abide by the above points.
If such basic requirements are ful¯lled, a solution will present itself. In particular,
the ¯eld of machine consciousness cannot a®ord to be only a technological enterprise.
Consciousness is something that runs afoul of the current scienti¯c account of the
physical world. Since this is not possible, consciousness is a familiar phenomenon
occurring in a large number of animal species without particular e®orts; it is clear
that the clash between consciousness and physics must be only apparent. There must
be something in our current model of physics that is too simplistic to account even for
a mundane phenomenon such as our experience to occur.
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In the history of science, this is not the ¯rst thing that something like that occurs.
On the contrary, in the past, it has been the norm [Jammer, 1989; Kuhn, 1957, 1962;
Reichenbach, 1958]. We have to remind that all scienti¯c revolutions have been
triggered by similar crisis: all of a sudden some phenomenon resisted any available
explanations (a comet moving where and how it was not supposed to do so, the black
body radiation, the photoelectric phenomenon, Mercury's perihelion precessions, the
discrepancy between the alleged deep time of evolution and sun's apparent age,
Michelson-Morley's ¯nding of light speed constancy, the acceleration of the expansion of the universe, and so forth). Whenever a new phenomenon seems to challenge
the existing conceptual framework, there are three possible approaches [Feyerabend
and Maxwell, 1966; Kuhn, 1962]:
Pretending that the problem does not exist and continue to apply the existing
methods in the hope that something will change (Einstein's de¯nition of madness).
It is keeping the existing conceptual framework unchanged and adding additional
hypotheses that address the problematic phenomenon without challenging the
current conceptual order
e.g., the invention of the epicycles or, in the case of
consciousness, suggesting the occurrence of additional emergent properties.
Revisiting the existing conceptual framework and suggesting a new order in
which the problematic phenomenon will ¯t seamlessly without being a challenging
anomaly
e.g., suggesting that all physical phenomena occur in discrete quantities
[Einstein, 1905].
Consider for a moment the di®erence between the last two cases. When confronted
with a phenomenon that does not ¯t in the existing conceptual order, the target
community can react either suggesting new ad hoc hypotheses
e.g., integrated
information, emergent properties, intrinsic intentionality
that do not really touch
the foundation of the existing world view, or go back to the design room of science
and revisit the roots of current theories
what did we miss?
So far, many of the approaches to machine consciousness have belonged either to
the ¯rst or the second approach
a similar taxonomy has been advanced by
[Gamez, 2008]. It is a fact that many scholars in AI, perhaps restrained by practical
motivations [Lau and Michel, 2019; Michel et al., 2019], have remained conservatively inside the established scienti¯c picture. Possibly, also because AI is perceived as a technological endeavor that does not address the fundamental questions
about the nature of the physical world but exploits them.
The fact is that arti¯cial consciousness cannot be a purely technical discipline, as
long as physics cannot be just a technical enterprise [Jammer, 1989]. There is a need
for a new theoretical take on machine consciousness in the spirit expressed by Albert
Einstein [Einstein, 1954]. Machine consciousness can achieve precisely that, by
exploiting its hybrid nature of technological endeavor and theoretically challenging
feat. So far, there has been a widespread consensus that only neuroscientists were
allowed to do science and thus to make bold hypotheses about consciousness. There is
no reason why machine consciousness should not do the same
gaining maturity
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and autonomy as a scienti¯c ¯eld by doing what all adolescents do, challenging the
order they inherited from their parents, AI and Cognitive science.
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